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The Startup Club, Aryabha1a College par4cipated in a Workshop organised by The Wadhwani 
Founda4on on ‘The importance of problem iden4fica4on in an entrepreneur's journey with Dr. 
Kaustubh Dhargalkar on 12 January 2021. 
Throughout this interac4ve session the speaker was made sure that the workshop brings out 
everyone’s opinions on the front to think about inequality in terms of opportuni4es and 
encouragement in professional front.  
The session was straight, to-the-point discussion on how to look for value in problems that are so 
common yet impacOul that they're usually leP unexploited.  
Many case studies were presented, out of which PhokatCopy was the most intriguing. 
Ideas like PhokatCopy and many others were enough to kickstart listeners' entrepreneurial "keeda" 
and the comment sec4on was soon flooded with similar ideas, when asked by Prof. Kaustubh for 
sugges4ons. 
Prof. Kaustubh pressed hard on the importance of simplicity and market feasibility - and of course, 
the spirit of never giving up. 
Main takeaway from the seminar was that either your product will be a market perfect offering or 
you must keep con4nuing experimenta4on and soon end up with something that solves a definite 
and impacOul problem.. The speaker further discussed how their programme is trying to resolve such 
issues and crea4ng be1er opportuni4es for women and, its high 4me that everyone comes forward 
with their part of contribu4on on the same. Sta4s4cs say that 9 out of every 10 entrepreneurs fail! 
Because more oPen than not, entrepreneurs build their business around an idea they are in love 
with. Even Google fell into the same trap with its Google glass and failed miserably. The trick is to 
iden4fy the problem that the customer is facing, and turn it into a business opportunity.  
All in all it was a great experience. 
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